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MODULE NOTE 

Integrating Around the Job to Be Done 

Things were simpler 3,000 years ago when Sumerian craftsmen began signing the bricks they made, 
thus creating the world’s first branded products. Today, things are more complicated. Billions of 
dollars and the energies of some of the world’s brightest professionals are spent on marketing and 
advertising. But often such talent and money are being badly misspent. The evidence? Tens of 
thousands of new consumer products are launched each year, and 75% of them fail—even after 
managers have invested heavily to understand what their customers want. 1 In fact, many executives 
have judged the building of new brands to be so expensive that they’ve decided to stop trying. Instead 
they cut costs through brand consolidation, leverage through “brand extensions,” or acquire brand 
equity built by their predecessors or by competing companies. 

What’s wrong with this picture? Is it that marketers aren’t smart enough? That advertising agencies 
aren’t creative enough? That consumers have become too complicated or fickle to be comprehensible? 
We don’t think so. What we think is that some of the fundamental paradigms of marketing and product 
development—the methods that most of us use to understand customers, segment markets, and build 
brands—are broken. 

Take market segmentation, for instance. Market segmentation defines the target at which 
innovations are aimed. It influences which products are developed, drives the features incorporated 
in those products, and shapes how they are taken to market. Segmentation schemes define which 
enterprises are framed as competitors and how large market opportunities are believed to be. Thus 
the market-segmentation scheme that a company adopts is a decision of vast consequence. Yet few 
managers give much thought to whether their chosen segments are leading their marketing efforts 
in the right direction. Many segment their markets by product category or by price point; others 
rely on demographic attributes, such as age, gender, marital status, and income level. Business-to-
business (B2B) firms often use corporate demographics, such as industry verticals or company size, 
to define target users for their innovations. If you’re inside a company looking out at the market, it 
indeed appears to be structured by product and customer category. And when managers collect data 
about the market, it invariably comes packaged by product or customer category, reinforcing this 
view of market structure. 
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The problem is that, for customers, this isn’t what the world feels like at all. Things just happen to 
them. Jobs arise in their lives that they need to get done and they “hire” products and services to 
perform these jobs. What this means is that the job, and not the customer or the product, should be the 
fundamental unit of market segmentation and analysis. There might be a correlation between a 
customer’s personal characteristics and the probability of buying a particular product, but correlation 
does not equal causation. What causes a customer to make a purchase is having a job to do. By way of 
illustration, demographic data cannot explain why an athlete does CrossFit one evening, but goes to a 
yoga class the next. Same athlete, but two different jobs. 

The great Harvard marketing professor Theodore Levitt was known to tell his students “People 
don’t want to buy a quarter-inch drill. They want a quarter-inch hole!” Every manager we know 
agrees with Levitt’s resonant insight—but rarely has it changed the way managers do their work. 
They continue to segment their markets by type of drill and by price point; they measure market 
share of drills, not holes; and they benchmark the features and functions of their products against 
rival makers of similar products. They then busy themselves offering more and better features and 
functions that they believe will translate into better pricing and market share. This approach prompts 
them to improve their products along dimensions of performance that are irrelevant to what their 
customers are really trying to accomplish. Taking it even a step further, you might want to ask the 
customer, “What caused you to need to drill a hole?” Asking this type of question may reveal that the 
competitive set includes non-traditional, and even potentially disruptive, competitors. 

The prevailing methods of segmentation that budding managers learn in business schools and 
then practice in the marketing departments of good companies are actually a key reason why new-
product innovation has become a gamble—a gamble in which the odds of winning are horrifyingly 
low, given the amounts of money, talent, and energy that companies expend trying to do it right. 

This paper will outline the aspects of the jobs to be done methodology that are most critical for 
helping managers to get started. First, we’ll describe what we mean by Jobs to Be Done. Then we’ll explain 
how focusing on the Job to Be Done can guide managers to integrate activities within their companies 
in ways that lead to sustained and profitable differentiation. Finally, we aim to guide managers to 
understand the job-based structure of their markets, and to build marketing strategies consistent with 
that structure. We’ll close with some thoughts about using the framework to think about personal 
relationships. 

What Is a Job to Be Done? 
A job is a fundamental problem that a customer needs to resolve in a given situation. To illustrate 

what a job is, and how much clearer the path to successful innovation can be when managers segment 
by job, we’ll offer illustrations from the fast-food and real-estate industries, where companies have 
historically segmented their markets in keeping with traditional boundaries of product and customer 
categories, but would greatly benefit from segmenting by job. 

Hiring Milkshakes 

A fast-food chain was eager to improve sales of its milkshakes. 2 The chain had spent months 
studying the problem in detail: it had quizzed customers who fit the profile of the quintessential 
milkshake consumer about whether making the shakes thicker, more  chocolatey, cheaper, or 
chunkier would prompt them to buy more. But when the company made changes that customers had 
said they would welcome, sales were unaffected. 
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The chain consulted one of our colleagues, who approached this challenge with a new question in 
mind: What job arises in people’s lives that causes them to come to this restaurant to “hire” a milkshake? He spent 
eighteen hours at a restaurant one day watching people: What times of day did they buy milkshakes? 
What were they wearing? Were they alone? Did they buy other food too? Did they drink the milkshake 
at the restaurant or take it out? He was surprised to discover that 40% of all milkshakes were 
purchased before 9:00 a.m. by people who arrived at the restaurant alone. These customers rarely 
bought anything else, and didn’t stop to drink the milkshake; they got into their cars and drove off with 
it.  

The next morning our colleague returned to interview customers as they left the restaurant, 
milkshake in hand. He asked them to think of a time when they had been in a similar situation, with 
a similar Job to Be Done, but hadn’t hired a milkshake: what had they hired instead? It soon became 
clear that what these early-morning customers shared had nothing to do with demographics. Instead 
they all had the same job to do: They had a long and boring drive to work, and needed something to 
make the commute interesting. They weren’t really hungry yet, but knew that by midmorning their 
stomach would be grumbling. And they faced constraints: they were in a hurry, dressed for work, 
and had only one free hand. 

It turned out that there was plenty of competition for this job, but nothing else did the job perfectly. 
“I hire bananas sometimes. But take my word for it: don’t do bananas,” one customer cautioned. 
“They’re gone too quickly, and you’ll be hungry again by midmorning.” Doughnuts were too crumbly 
and made for sticky steering wheels. Bagels were often dry and tasteless, prompting people to drive 
with their knees while trying to slather on jam or cream cheese. But a milkshake? It was the best of the 
lot. It took 20 minutes to suck u p  through the thin straw. It fit neatly in a car’s cup holder and could 
easily be consumed one-handed. Nor did it matter that the milkshake wasn’t a healthy food; customers 
weren’t hiring it for the job of improving their health. The ingredients barely mattered to customers at all.  

Our colleague also observed that, later in the day, parents often bought milkshakes, along with a 
meal, for their children. What job were the parents trying to do? They were exhausted from having 
to say no to their kids all day; they hired milkshakes as a way to placate their children and feel 
like loving parents. ( The milkshakes didn’t always do this job very well. Parents often got impatient 
as their children struggled to finish the thick milkshake.) 

So customers were hiring milkshakes to do two very different jobs. But when marketers had asked 
a busy father who needed a time-consuming milkshake in the morning (and something very different 
later in the day) what attributes of the milkshake to improve upon, and then averaged his response 
with those of others in the same demographic segment, it had led to a one-size-fits-none product. 

There are three levels in the architecture of the job, as depicted in Figure A. The foundation is the 
basic understanding of the problem the customer is facing in a given circumstance and the progress he 
or she needs to make: the job to be done. With this understanding in place, innovators can define the 
next level in the architecture: What are all the experiences in purchasing and using the product that we 
must provide to nail the job perfectly? Then, innovators can move to the next level: What do we need to 
integrate and how do we need to integrate—knit these things together—to provide all of the experiences 
required to do the job perfectly?  

Once the fast-food chain team understood the jobs that customers were trying to get done, it 
became very clear what improvements to the milkshake would do the job better and which were 
irrelevant. How could the company better tackle the boring commute? Make the shake even thicker, 
so it would last longer. And swirl in tiny chunks of fruit, not to make it healthy but to add some 
unpredictability and anticipation to customers’ monotonous morning routines. They could also 
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reposition the dispensing machine near the door and add a payment terminal, so that customers could 
dash in, gas up, and go without wasting time in a line. Addressing the other job, needless to say, would 
entail a very different product. 

Figure A Three Levels in the Architecture of a Job 

 

 
Source: Clayton Christensen. 

Understanding the job, and improving the product on relevant dimensions of the experience (here, 
the milkshake’s consistency and the dispensing and payment mechanisms) so that it did the job better, 
caused the chain’s milkshakes to gain share against the real competition—not just competing 
restaurants’ milkshakes but also donuts, bagels, bananas, and boredom. This process would grow 
the category, which brings us to an important point: job-defined markets are generally much larger 
than product-category-defined markets. Managers stuck in the mental groove that equates market 
size with product category don’t understand who they are competing with, from the customer’s point 
of view. 

Moving Lives 

Here’s another illustration. Some years ago, a Detroit-area building company sought to bolster sales 
of its new condominiums. Marketers segmented the universe of potential customers and decided to 
target divorced single parents and retirees looking to downsize. The company priced its units in keeping 
with that segment’s average age and income, and added such high-end touches as granite counters and 
stainless-steel appliances. The company also spent generously to splash ads across the Sunday real-
estate sections. 

The units got lots of traffic, but few visits converted to sales. It was easy to speculate about possible 
reasons: bad weather, underperforming salespeople, and the looming recession. But marketers at the 
building company realized that they knew very little about what made the difference between a tire-
kicker and a serious buyer. They hired a colleague of ours, who set out to learn what job those who 
purchased units had hired the condominiums to do. His first insight was that no particular set of 
desirable features had tipped their decisions. 

Second, prospective customers had repeatedly declared in focus groups that they didn’t need a 
formal dining room. But actual buyers mentioned their dining-room tables repeatedly. People kept 
saying, “Once I figured out what to do with my dining-room table, then I was free to move.” Our 
colleague couldn’t figure out why the dining-room table was such a big deal; in most cases it was a dated 
piece of furniture that might best be given to charity—or the dump. But at his own dining-room table 
over Christmas, our colleague suddenly understood: every birthday, every holiday, was spent gathered 
around that table. The table represented family. 
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What was stopping buyers from moving was not a feature or a finish that the company had failed 
to offer, but rather the anxiety that came with giving up something profoundly meaningful. The 
decision to buy a six-figure condo, it turned out, often hinged on a clunky piece of furniture. “I went 
in thinking we were in the business of new-home construction,” our colleague recalled. But I realized 
we were in the business of moving lives.” 

The company began to innovate around this new understanding of the Job to Be Done. The architect 
revised the unit layout to create space for a dining-room table. And detailed attention was paid to 
easing the anxiety of the move itself: the company provided moving services, storage, and a sorting 
room where new owners could take time to decide which possessions to discard. The new perspective 
changed everything. The company actually raised condominium prices by $3,500, which covered 
(profitably) the cost of moving and storage. In 2007, when industry sales were off by 49% and the 
market was plummeting, the building company grew its business by 25% over the prior year.3 

It’s important to recognize that every job has functional, emotional, and social dimensions, and that 
their relative weight varies by job. For example, a need to feel a certain way—to feel macho, or sassy, or 
pampered, or prestigious—is a job that arises on occasion in many of our lives. When we find ourselves 
needing to get such a job done, we can hire products with names like Volkswagen Beetle and Ford 
Mustang. Similarly, we might hire a Subaru Outback or a “woodie” station wagon to signal our 
membership in certain social groups. In these instances, the brand rather than the product carries the 
freight. The functional dimension of the job isn’t nearly as important as its social and emotional 
dimensions. In contrast, when it comes to trucks such as the Chevrolet Silverado, or minivans like the 
Honda Odyssey, the functional dimensions of the job are predominant. 

Doing the Job of Finding the Job 
How can managers figure out the Jobs to Be Done segmentation scheme in their markets? Such 

insights cannot be plucked out of purchased databases in the comfort of marketers’ offices. They 
require watching, participating, thinking, and writing. They entail knowing where to look, what to look 
for, how to look for it, and how to interpret what you find.4 

We can suggest four ways for researchers seeking opportunities to generate new growth to identify 
jobs that customers need to get done:  

• The first is to watch the current customer base. Peter Drucker got it right: “The customer 
rarely buys what the business thinks it sells him.”5 Companies almost always find that 
customers use their products for different jobs than the company had envisioned. Often they 
learn that their product does one of these jobs quite well, but that customers force-fit it to 
other jobs because it’s the only thing they can think of to hire. Such situations are 
opportunities to modify the product and position it to take on the newly discovered job. 
Consider Church & Dwight, whose iconic orange box of Arm & Hammer baking soda has been 
an American pantry staple and a key ingredient in baked goods for over a century. In the late 
1960s, management observed that consumers also reached for that orange box in all sorts of 
other circumstances too: they added baking soda to laundry detergent, mixed it into 
toothpaste, sprinkled it on spills, and left an open box in the refrigerator to absorb odors. Those 
observations led to a jobs-based strategy that spawned a spate of new products, from 
phosphate-free laundry detergent to stain-removing toothpaste. The jobs that these products 
were designed to fulfill had long existed; there just hadn’t been a product that did them well. 
Today the orange-box baking-soda business accounts for less than 10% of Arm & Hammer’s 
consumer revenue. 6 
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• Studying those who could be your customers, but are instead buying competing products is the 
second way to prospect for new jobs. Subtle differences that seem inconsequential when 
comparing products in a traditional category can loom large when the unit of analysis is the job. 
For example, “nobody ever got fired for buying IBM” was a common catchphrase in the early 
days of the computing industry; it referenced a job that many IT managers needed to get done: 
Help me ensure that the new systems I am implementing will work, so I can have peace of mind (and 
maybe a promotion).7 Rather than competing on technical specifications, IBM’s competitors 
would have been well advised to consider the experiences that the company provided to earn 
its reputation as the safest, most reliable choice.  

 
• The third method is to watch for compensatory behavior as customers try to “make do” with 

what’s available. Such observation of the consumer in context is particularly critical when 
developing a new technology or creating a new product category. Beginning in the 1980s, a 
vibrant network of unofficial taxis and shuttles sprang up in New York City’s outer boroughs.8 

These informal transportation networks, which operated in neighborhoods that weren’t well 
served by public transportation or licensed taxis, evolved to help residents do a number of jobs 
that entailed getting around. More recently the arrival of ride-hailing apps like Uber and Lyft 
has provided new ways of getting those jobs done. Today, 97% of New York taxi rides start at 
the city’s airports or in Manhattan, while a majority of Uber and Lyft rides begin in the outer 
boroughs.9  

• The inexhaustible discipline of asking “why?” is the fourth mechanism for discovering jobs. 
For instance, an inventor approached the Big Idea Group (BIG), a developer of new products, 
with a card game he had created. BIG CEO Mike Collins sensed, from long experience, that 
the game wouldn’t sell. But instead of sending the inventor away, he asked, “What caused you 
to develop this game?” The inventor had a ready answer. “I have three young children and a 
demanding job. By the time I get home from work and we finish dinner, it’s 8:00 and the kids 
need to go to bed—but I want to have a fun experience with them. What am I going to do? Set 
up Monopoly or Risk? I need some fun games that we can set up, play, and put away in 15 
minutes. There just isn’t a game designed to do this.” Bingo. Though his solution was 
mediocre, the insight was the job itself— something that arises in the lives of millions of busy 
parents every evening. A team of game developers then worked with the inventor to create a 
very successful line, “Twelve-Minute Games,” that are now sold nationwide. Generally 
speaking, entrepreneurs who frame their agenda as searching for good product ideas are far 
less successful than those who search for jobs. A key reason why many of the most successful 
software products are developed by people with experience on the user end, living with or 
working around the inadequacies of prior products, is that living with a problem promotes 
intuition. 

When the Customer Is a Business 

Even in the B2B world, where businesses pay for products and services, it is still individuals who 
ultimately make purchase decisions. These corporate decision-makers confront Jobs to Be Done just 
like consumers do. They may want to get promoted, or to learn a new skill, or to feel confident about 
their decisions as in the IBM example above. One particular job that B2B customers need to get done 
is to make money: “The business of business is, after all, business.” 10 Providing them products that 
get this job done requires a deep understanding of points of leverage in the way a B2B customer 
makes its money.  
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Hill-Rom Industries grew its share of the hospital-bed market from 30% in 1975 to 90% by 1990, 
and doubled the frequency with which hospitals purchased new beds by seeking to understand what 
drove their customers’ profitability more astutely even than the customers themselves did. This 
strategy proved extremely successful. A key insight from Hill-Rom’s research was that nurses—who 
account for a significant share of hospitals’ operating costs, and whose interactions with patients 
strongly influence perceptions of the quality of care— spent inordinate time on tasks unrelated to 
nursing, such as retrieving dropped objects and helping patients with their in-room television sets. 
Innovative bed designs that obviated many non-nursing tasks differentiated Hill-Rom’s beds in ways 
that made nurses more efficient. Hospitals readily paid premium prices for those improvements, and 
innovations that the company introduced became industry standards. By 2001, the electric hospital bed 
had become a high-value item, with prices up to 2.5 times those of nursing-home beds. The insights 
that enabled Hill-Rom to command such prices did not arise from segmenting markets into small, 
medium, and large hospitals; they came from understanding the job—the levers that drive hospitals’ 
profitability.11 

The Forces of Progress 

Overarching all four methods of identifying the Job to Be Done are the forces of progress, or what 
happens during the decision-making process to either propel you toward a purchase or discourage it. 
Figure B is a diagram, developed by Bob Moesta of the ReWired Group, depicting the forces of 
progress. Though you might use the methods discussed earlier to identify a Job to Be Done, the forces 
that promote change must be greater than the forces that resist change for a customer to switch to a new 
product.  

Figure B The Forces of Progress 

 

 
Source: Bob Moesta, ReWired Group, http:/ /jobstobedone.org/ . 

Think for a moment about the last big purchase you made—about the job you bought it to perform, 
and about whatever you had previously been using to do the job. What circumstances caused you to 
look for a better way? What did you hope this new purchase would help you accomplish? What fears 
or anxieties did the buying process stir up (e.g. cost, complexity, fear of making a mistake)? And what 
was unattractive about the prospect of giving up your old solution?  
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For the Detroit-area downsizers we described above, the anxiety that accompanied giving up a place 
for family to gather, and the hassle of moving and storage, were powerful enough to outweigh any 
potential benefit of a new home, such as a lower mortgage. Only when the building company began 
offering services to minimize these barriers did its product become an attractive solution.  

The next section will discuss how integrating business activities around the Job to Be Done can 
create and sustain profitable differentiation and even help to insulate companies from potential 
disruptive threats.  

Creating and Sustaining Profitable Differentiation 
The desirability of profitable differentiation has never been in question. Yet it is rare for a company 

to sustain its differentiation for significant periods: competitors seem unnervingly capable of 
copying products, even when their design is ostensibly patent-protected. In the rare cases when 
competitors seem unable to copy a company’s  success, the barrier is rarely the product; it is the 
easiest thing to copy. Instead, the precise spot in an organization where enduring differentiation 
resides is likely to be the way the company has integrated to provide the experiences required to do 
the job. This is what seems hardest for competitors to copy. 

Segmenting markets by job, then integrating business activities to provide the products and 
experiences that do a particular job perfectly, helps companies avoid the “positioning paradigm” of 
differentiation-conscious managers who map their products along a couple of axes such as price, 
quality, and other attributes deemed important to customers, and then search for a vacant spot on the 
maps to situate new products. This process typically invites copycats into underpopulated spaces, 
including those that are vacant for good reason. For example: Within five years after the discount-
retailing pioneer Korvette’s opened its first store in 1957, over a dozen copycat discounters had 
emerged. In contrast, the giant no-frills furniture retailer IKEA has never been copied. The company 
has been slowly rolling out stores across the world for 40 years, and yet nobody has copied IKEA. Why 
not? It’s not a question of trade secrets or patents. Any competitor can walk through its stores, reverse-
engineer its products, and copy its catalog. It can’t be that there is no money to be made: IKEA’s owner 
Ingvar Kamprad rose to become the third-richest person in the world. And yet nobody has copied IKEA. 
We suspect that other furniture retailers have applied the positioning paradigm and defined their 
businesses in terms of product and customer categories, which are readily copied. Levitz Furniture, 
for example, sells low-cost furniture to low-income people; Ethan Allen sells colonial furniture to 
affluent people. IKEA, in contrast, organized its business around a Job to Be Done: When people 
anywhere in the developed world, find themselves thinking “Help me furnish my new home today so 
I can jump into the life I moved here to live,” IKEA pops to mind. To do this job as well as possible, 
IKEA is organized and integrated utterly differently than any other furniture retailer. 12 

A problem with the positioning paradigm is that the lower-left corner on managers’ market maps 
is typically occupied by products that possess only the basic functions that customers need. Disruptive 
companies in that minimalist position at the outset then move “up-market” in pursuit of profit, adding 
features and functions of competitors’ higher-priced products. Thus features that once defined a 
differentiated product become expected in all similar products, forcing differentiation-seeking 
managers to offer even more, and so on. 13 A punishing fact of life on this treadmill is that, when 
once-unique features of an augmented product become commonplace, companies are saddled with 
the costs of providing such features but cannot sustain premium pricing for offering them. By contrast, 
products that are positioned on jobs to be done rarely overshoot what consumers are willing to pay 
premium prices for. As a result, such products are less likely to be disrupted.14 
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Figure C lists companies that, in our estimation, have been able to sustain (and in some cases 
continue to do so) a highly differentiated product or service that competitors struggled to copy. Each 
company seems to have integrated in a  unique way to provide customers a set of experiences 
that add up to doing a job very well. (This observation merits much deeper study; the descriptions 
in the figure are our interpretations of company strategies based on public information.)  

Figure C Job-Focused Companies that Have Achieved Profitable Differentiation  

Company / 
Offering Job to Be Done Experiences and Integration 

IKEA “Help me furnish my new home today 
so I can jump into the life that I moved 
here to live.”  
 

Large inventory, including furnishings for every room; 
flat-pack furniture for easy transport and assembly; 
on-site childcare and dining, enabling a one-stop-
shop. 

CVS Minute 
Clinic 

“When I need routine medical care, 
help me access it so I can avoid 
having to make an appointment with a 
doctor.” 

Open 7 days a week; no appointments necessary; 
nurse practitioners and physician assistants diagnose 
and treat common conditions; visit summaries sent to 
primary-care providers on request; affordable prices.  

Intuit 
QuickBooks 

“Help me manage my small business’s 
finances so I can focus on doing the 
real work.”  

AI automatically sorts transactions into tax categories; 
integrated invoicing and payroll; phone support from 
live accountants; guaranteed penalty-free tax filing.  

Disney  
Parks  

“When I’m planning a family trip, help 
me guarantee a magical experience 
for my children so I can feel affirmed 
as a parent.”  

Costumed employees who bring stories to life; 
themed on-site hotels and restaurants, creating an 
immersive experience; wearable “Magic-Bands” that 
allow for seamless transactions. 

FedEx “When I ship an important package, 
guarantee me that it will arrive 
promptly and undamaged so I don’t 
have to worry about it.” 

Time-definite delivery; real-time package tracking  
and updates; flexible delivery options for residential 
recipients; headquartered in Memphis, TN, for its 
central U.S. location and rare airport closures.  

OpenTable “When I’m organizing a group meal, 
help me coordinate availability so I  
can share my favorite restaurants.”  

Ability to browse restaurants by location, availability, 
and the size of the party; in-app ratings, prices, and 
menus; one-click confirmations, modifications, and 
cancellations.   

 

 
Source: Clayton Christensen 

Far more commonly, companies race to commercialize new technologies but ultimately fail in their 
product and service launches because they have not identified a clear Job to Be Done. Currently, a flurry 
of business ideas revolve around blockchain—but fail to specify a job that blockchain can do better than 
existing systems. “All of the big tech companies will come and say blockchain, blockchain, blockchain,” 
observes Cathy Bessant, Chief Operations and Technology Officer at Bank of America. "I say, 'Show me 
the use case. You bring me the use case and I'll try it.'"15 Segway’s launch in 2001 and the 2013 pilot of 
Google Glass are cases in point.  Both debuted impressive new technologies, but those technologies didn’t 
do much to help consumers make meaningful progress in ways that they desired. Every few years the 
hot new technology changes, but the misstep doesn’t: even the most cutting-edge technology is of little 
value if it doesn’t address a Job to Be Done. 
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The Real Competition and Real Market Size 

Like our colleague who researched milkshakes, we’ve found that we understand jobs more deeply 
if we ask customers immediately after they’ve hired a product, “Recall the last time you were in this 
situation, needing to get this job done, but didn’t come here to hire this product. What did you hire 
instead?” Their answers add crucial richness to our understanding by revealing what alternative 
products compete for the job in customers’ minds. Most managers define their competitors as those 
who make products in the same category; in reality, those products typically represent only a small 
subset of the “job candidates” that customers consider. Thus managers who segment by product and 
customer category rarely take into account competition situated outside their product category—and 
therefore don’t know whether their own products perform better or worse than those that customers 
view as competitors. 

Consider, for example, a commonplace job on a typical weekday evening: hardworking people 
want to unwind. Netflix is well positioned to perform this job, and its subscribers stream more than 1 
billion hours of content per week.16 Asked whether Netflix fears competition from HBO and Amazon, 
CEO Reed Hastings answered: “Think about if you didn’t watch Netflix last night: What did you do? 
There’s such a broad range of things that you did to relax and unwind, hang out, and connect—and 
we compete with all of that.”17 In other words, Netflix does not merely compete against other internet 
streaming services; it also competes against playing a board game, gardening, playing a videogame, 
and even sleeping! In keeping with this expanded view of its market and its consumers, Netflix has 
abandoned traditional demographic groupings in favor of what it calls “taste communities.” Similarly, 
the internet media company BuzzFeed enhances the virality of its content by categorizing posts not 
with traditional metadata but with data about the job each post will do for the consumer—a practice it 
calls "cultural cartography."18a  

Only segmenting by job can pinpoint who the real competitors are. Then and only then can 
managers assess the competition in light of the experiences in purchase and use required to do the job 
perfectly. These experiences comprise the “hiring criteria” that customers use to evaluate an array of 
competing products. In contrast, managers typically assess the competition by comparing products 
feature-by-feature, an approach that often leads to spurious conclusions because whether a particular 
feature matters depends on the experiences required to get the job done.  

Framing a market’s structure from the customer’s point of view (jobs) instead of the company’s 
(product and customer categories) also produces a much more accurate view of market size. The real 
size of most markets is much larger than summing the sales of products in a category can reveal. For 
example, how big is the milkshake market? It is far larger than the sum of the sales of McDonald’s, 
Burger King’s and Wendy’s milkshakes. Furthermore, the job exists independently of the market for 
products and services that might be hired to perform it.  

For instance, the job of sending an important package from A to B with utter confidence existed 
long before the emergence of FedEx’s delivery-tracking services. And consider how Church & Dwight 
grew its baking-soda category by defining the market in terms of jobs rather than product. When 

                                                 
a Jobs that BuzzFeed has identified for its social content include “Help me tell my story,” “Connect with friends / family,” and 
“[Show that] I am in the know.” To illustrate, Publisher Dao Nguyen explains that the post “32 Memes You Should Send Your 
Sister immediately,” features relatable scenarios, such as "Watching your sister get in trouble for something that you did 
and blamed on her." The list got 3 million views. Nguyen attributes this reach to its ability to do several jobs well: 
"This is us," "Connect with family," and "Makes me laugh." 
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managers understand the structure of a market from the customer’s perspective, its size can suddenly 
change massively.  

To illustrate a jobs-based approach to marketing, consider how Mars, Inc., sought in 2010 to 
differentiate two of its chocolate-bar offerings, Milky Way and Snickers. One might expect the two 
products to compete directly with one another. Jobs to Be Done interviews revealed that the two 
products were hired for very different reasons. Customers bought Milky Ways to indulge; it rewarded 
success and consoled after failure. Other products that people hired for the same job included a glass of 
wine, ice cream, and a brownie. By contrast, consumers hired Snickers for energy to power through a 
busy day; its competition consisted of on-the-go meal-replacement options such as PowerBars, trail mix, 
and energy drinks.  

On the strength of this insight, the Snickers team altered the product’s formulation to achieve a 
denser consistency and launched a successful marketing campaign, “You’re Not You When You’re 
Hungry.” Consumers had been landing on that space on the game board of their life so often, and so 
instinctively had been hiring various snack foods to do the job of re-energizing themselves. But they 
needed a marketing message to explicitly articulate their job and a product they could hire to 
accomplish it. By 2014 Snickers had become the world’s most popular candy bar, with annual global 
sales of $3.6 billion.19  

In the case of Snickers, advertising clarified the nature of the job—though advertising per se is 
not a substitute for relevant differentiation. Differentiation that has power over customers’ choices 
is achieved by designing products that do specific jobs, and by ensuring that improvements in their 
features and functions pertain to that job. The prohibitive expense of advertising-based brand-building 
is rooted in a flawed paradigm: many valuable brands, such as Starbucks, Zipcar, Google, Craigslist, 
and Facebook, have been built with minimal brand advertising, simply by filling a commonplace job 
opening. 

Marketing mavens are fond of saying that brands are hollow words into which meaning gets 
stuffed. Beware: advertising agencies and media win big in this game, while the companies whose 
brands are getting stuffed typically find themselves trapped in an expensive shouting match that can 
only be won by outspending rivals. By contrast, genuine differentiated meaning can become linked 
to brands only when customers hire a product that a company has designed to do their job, and then 
discover that it does the job exquisitely well. Advertising that clarifies the link between job and product 
can do that and no more; it is use of the product that creates the actual linkage. 

The exceptions to this rule are brands positioned on aspirational jobs, where it is typically the 
brand itself, rather than the product’s functional dimensions, that gets the job done—often via the 
images employed in advertising. Consider the diamond company De Beers. The company’s perennial 
slogan “A Diamond is Forever” positioned a diamond engagement ring as a virtually obligatory 
expression of enduring love.20 This method of brand building through advertising is appropriate when 
selling aspirational products. However, it has been wantonly misapplied to the nearly the whole world 
of products and services. For the vast majority of companies, advertising should be the last step in the 
brand-building process, rather than the first. Businesses that build products and services that do a job 
well, and do so repeatedly, will find they need to spend very little money buying media.  

A final thought regarding the intersection of Jobs to be Done with the Disruption framework. As 
suggested by new market disruption, firms can pursue new growth opportunities without significant 
competitive response from strong incumbents by creating a new product or service that specifically 
targets non-consumption. By introducing something simpler, more convenient, and more affordable 
than existing offerings, they enable a completely different group of consumers to purchase a solution. 
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But a solution to what? That’s where the Jobs framework becomes helpful. By defining and validating 
the potential opportunity through the Jobs-to-be-Done lens (using the insights to understand which 
attributes of the solution are crucial to delivering on the job), managers can land in a place with real 
demand—a place that isn’t likely to be initially attractive to existing competitors.21    

* * * 
Working to understand the job that the consumer needs to get done is worth the effort. Our studies 

of factors that make innovation risky and expensive have convinced us that the proposition raised in 
this paper is among the most important. Some of the fundamental paradigms of marketing—
segmenting markets, building brands, and understanding customers—are broken. Quite possibly, 
innovation may be failure-ridden not because the outcomes are intrinsically unpredictable but because 
we are framing the question in the wrong way. As a framework, Jobs to Be Done is applicable well 
beyond consumer marketing and even beyond business: understanding the causal mechanisms that 
underlie human decision making is fundamental to both our professional and our personal lives. What 
social, emotional, and functional jobs cause your employees to show up for work every day? What 
jobs that need doing cause people to change career paths? Why did your spouse or partner hire you: 
what job do you perform in the relationship, and how well do you do it? As we refine our 
understanding of the theory, we will see more and more opportunities to apply it to understand 
causality in human decision-making.  
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